Mandatory Call Update for PPMC Maternity Services Nurses

You may recall first hearing about a Mandatory Call Pilot last summer. The Interim Director of Maternity Services and the managers stated that it was happening, and they enlisted staff to help with the implementation. ONA representation learned of this and placed a formal request to bargain with Jennifer Gentry and HR. ONA organizer, Gabriel Erbs, and a group of RNs from all Maternity units developed an RFI (Request for Information) to present to Leadership. We did not hear from them until the end of August at which time ONA presented them with our RFI. The response from PPMC Leaders to our RFI was received in November and was inadequate. Currently, there is no set date to begin negotiating as we await a more comprehensive response to our RFI.

- The RFI document can be found here for you to review.

If you have any questions or there is additional information you would like to request from leadership, please contact your ONA representation. Jennifer Fraley is a member of PPMCs bargaining unit. Maternity Services currently has four ONA Stewards: Naomi Ellis, Sam Hastings, Amanda Peterson, and Molly Burtchaell.